The Corby's Saga; a tradition of conflict

Editor's Note: Next Tuesday, Corby's Tavern, formerly a popular social spot for Notre Dame students, will learn whether or not its liquor license will be renewed for another year. The forces at work between South Bend city officials and Corby's is not a new one however, and Observer staff reporter John Higgins traces the background leading up to next week's decision in this two-part series.

By John M. Higgins
Staff Reporter

The battle over the renewal of Corby's Tavern's liquor license officially began last spring when the local board of the Alcoholic Beverage Commission (ABC) recommended that the state ABC decline it.

Those fighting Corby's, however, say that the dispute has been going on for several years. In renegotiating against the license, the city of South Bend and the Northeast Neighborhood Council (NEC) have said that the problems with Corby's are the same as those with other bars in the Northeast Neighborhood.

They contend, however, that while all of the other bars have cooperated with government officials and neighborhood residents, Corby's has not.

The legal basis for the remonstrance against Corby's license is the 1979 conviction of a Corby's bartender for serving alcohol to minors after three underage ND students were arrested inside the bar on April 13, 1979.

However, the charges against Corby's are not limited to those and other arrests in Corby's. The arguments have broadened out to ascertain the impact of the tavern's operation on the neighborhood. Both city and neighborhood officials argue that Corby's operation has an adverse impact on the Northeast Neighborhood, more so than other bars.

Moreover, they argue that attempts in the past to resolve problems with Corby's have failed because Corby's management has refused to cooperate. It is because of this lack of effort, the officials say, that Corby's should lose its license.

According to Indiana liquor laws, a bar or tavern must file for renewal of its liquor license each year. If the bar has not been found guilty of a liquor law violation during the previous year, renewal of the license is automatic.

Numerous casualties.

Earthquakes rock southern Italy

NAPLES, Italy (AP) — A series of strong earthquakes ripped through southern Italy last night, killing at least 200 people and injuring hundreds of others in collapsed buildings, officials reported.

They expressed fear the death toll would rise as rescue teams reached tremor-isolated towns in the mountainous area.

Officials said it was believed about 100 people perished when a Roman Catholic church caved in during evening services in the town of Balvano, 75 miles east of Naples. Thirty-five deaths were reported in Pesapagno near Balvano.

Early today, authorities had received reports of damage in 29 cities and towns, with some buildings up to five-stories high toppled at the quake and its aftershocks that rattled Italy from Sicily to the Alps.

The first plane to reach Naples as many people were sitting down for their Sunday evening dinner. Thousands of people in this port city 120 miles south of Rome jammed the streets, afraid to return to their homes.

Local officials called for spotlights to aid rescue teams and asked for tents for the homeless.

Doctors canceled a strike scheduled for today so they could care for the injured.

Rome's Leonardo da Vinci airport halted traffic for 40 minutes when air controllers fled their swaying 195-foot-high control towers.

Eight bodies were removed from a collapsed building in Potenza, 15 miles east of Balvano, police said, and a television reporter there said Potenza's hospital was filled with injured.

Police reported at least eighteen persons also were killed in Naples, including a child who suffered skull fractures when a wall fell on him. An apartment building here believed to have housed 20 families collapsed and rescue teams feared some of the tenants were killed.

In Naples, 120 miles south of Rome, news photographer Franco Effe said the hospitals were crowded with injured.

"Everyone is in the street. There's lots of panicking," he said.

There were reports that the quake, which struck 7.34 p.m. (11:34 p.m. EST), was felt as far north as Venice. The Seismo-graphic Institute in Catania, Sicily, said the quake's epicenter was at Ischia, near Naples, and reported the intensity was between 9 and 10 on the Mercalli scale, which would be considered as a major earthquake.

The Mercalli scale measures intensity at a specific location, and differs from the Richter scale, which measures the severity of the quake itself.

Telephone connections were interrupted in many parts of Italy by the earthquake. Naples, 120 miles south of Rome, has a population of about 1.5 million people.
Arab leaders will gather in Jordan to map a long-term political and economic strategy, but the possibility of a major summit of heads of government, as suggested yesterday, Syrian Foreign Minister Abdul Halim Khaddam was reported as saying. He went on to say that there was an effort to boycott the League of Arab States' meeting. "There is a possibility of a summit," said one knowledgeable source who asked not to be identified. The split in the Arab League could mean that Iraq would win at least implicit approval for its position at the summit. Sources predicted between 16 and 19 kings, ruling lesser men and presidents would go to Amman for the summit, which opens Tuesday at the Royal Theater Hall on the western fringes of Jordan's capital. — AP

Two former ND students are suspected of setting fire to the Administration Building Friday afternoon, according to Assistant Director of Security Rex Rakow. Rakow said that a man poured gasoline on the steps of the building and set it aflame while another man took pictures. The pair then ran toward Saint Mary's lake. No injuries were reported and only minor damage occurred to the building. Rakow said. Anyone with information concerning the identity of the pair should call the ND Security office. All information will be kept confidential. — The Observer

Stranded on a desert island, a lone Haitian escaped capture and spent 10 days on tiny Cayo Lobos, surviving on roots, sea crabs and leftover rations, according to a Night Tech Systems News report on Saturday. The student identified the man as Thomas Ginn ex, head of the Cook County state attorney's felony trial division, said that New York lawyer Michael Kennedy had been hired to help Weather Underground leaders in 1979. The Weather Underground is trying to negotiate outstanding federal warrants against either Dohrn or Ayers. Ironically, FBI officials said their crime computers show no 450-mile journey from their impoverished homeland to the United States, where they hoped to seek refuge. — AP

The man who allegedly raped two Saint Mary's students on November 8, 1977 was identified by one of them as a Patrolman Brown of the Bahamas News Bureau on Saturday. The student identified the man as Thomas James Nichols, a 35-year-old repairman, who was found charged with the rape last Wednesday. He is now being held in the 1977 case. Nichols was identified by the student from photos shown to him by Saint Mary's at about 9 p.m. After crossing the border, the man then ran toward Saint Mary's lake. No injuries were reported and only minor damage occurred to the building. Rakow said. Anyone with information concerning the identity of the pair should call the ND Security office. All information will be kept confidential. — The Observer

After a decade in hiding, two former leaders of the radical Weather Underground, Bernardine Dohrn and William Ayers, are trying to negotiate for their freedom. According to court record, the two students were walking from Saint Mary's at about 9 p.m. after crossing US 31, they said. The man was "walking to go" when he was discovered Saturday by a crew of a patrol vessel that returned to the island off the Cuban coast to search and clean up after the Haitians, who spent 40 days on the football-field-sized spit of land. "He apparently had been hiding in a chimney in one of the old abandoned houses on the island," said Bil Kalis, chief of the Bahamas News Bureau in the Bahamas. Kalis said the man identified himself as 34-year-old Francois Louis. The Haitians were marooned on Cayo Lobos when their boat failed to make the 450-mile journey from their impoverished homeland to the United States, where they hoped to seek refuge. — AP

Margie Brillsm SMC Executive Editor

I have a pseudo-intellectual friend who is constantly raving about the worthlessness of newspapers and television. In Tom's opinion all news stories are slanted and inaccurate. Newspapers print either innuendos, allegations, lies, or just plain half-truths, according to my friend. And if he isn't complaining about the accuracy of newspapers he is complaining about how we cover and re-cover an event until people become bored with it. Tom believes we do it just to boost circulation. If the government had some control over us, we wouldn't be bothered with daily details and casualty counts. If our army were sent to aid the efforts we would get press releases informing us of victories and "minor" losses. The government would be efficient in telling us what they're meant to do and we would be sent to aid in the effort. And we would believe them.

We never would have been bombarded with the horrible news if the government had been handling the war. The government would have told the hostages' families that the hostages were on special assignment. If the government didn't want to bargain with the Iranians and give up all Iranian assets in the U.S., they would have told the families one by one that their relatives died in the line of duty. Then the government would have had a memorial service and the families would have received commemorative plaques. The public would never have had to know a thing.

And the government wouldn't have had to concern themselves with rescuing them. They could have turned their Tomes to more important concerns — like figuring out new ways to keep us from knowing what was really happening to our hostages.

While the basic concept of a world without newspapers may seem a little far out, one has only to read such works as 1984 or Fahrenheit 451 to get an idea of what the world could be like without them. They could have turned their Tomes to more important concerns — like figuring out new ways to keep us from knowing what was really happening to our hostages.

The Observer staff yesterday announced that Ryan Ver Berkmoes will assume the position of Assistant Features Editor. Ryan Ver Berkmoes has worked in production and design in addition to features.

WINTER'S HERE!!!
STORE YOUR BIKE!!!

where: gate 14—stadium
when: mon. dec 1, tues, dec 2, wed, dec 3.
8:30-10:30 am 2:30-4:15 pm

NOTE: BIKES MUST BE REGISTERED

register at: LOST AND FOUND
ROOM 121, ADM BDG
BETWEEN 9-11 am 1-5 pm
By Sue Keilheb

Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum, national director of special affairs for the American Jewish Committee, delivered a lecture on the interfacing of Judaism and Christianity in the United States in a program recently sponsored by CANCO (Campus Interreligious Activities Committee) of the university.

The event was the latest in a series of programs recently sponsored by CANCO. CANCO is a South Bend clinic run by volunteers and a weekly educational program recently sponsored by CANCO. CANCO's classes on parenting and newly formed children's programs. It is CANCO's theory that child abuse is a problem that is serving to be solved before families themselves are a chance to apply to their parents' example to their future families. The prepared programs did not gain much interest. According to Shannon, last Tuesday's feature program, Ordinary People, "had not a real back-up," but did the Open House at the CANCO office Wednesday to get the word out, but they enjoyed it.

Rabbi Tanenbaum delivered his lecture to students, faculty, and people interested in understanding the relationship between Judaism and Christianity. The event was part of the ceremonies honoring the endowed brew and Jewish studies in the between Christianity and Judaism.

Shannon, "I and people stopped by to pick up to pick up one dollar apiece. How much was raised) until CANCO representatives claim success throughout the week.

Another goal was to attain a "parent problem" but is a theory that child abuse is not a healthy way of living. The jobs varied with the project location. For example, students in Oakland worked with the elderly and handicapped, and a person can have fun in meeting the challenge of a project that is good for the community. The jobs varied with a well-maintained car, great rates and "We try harder" service. All cars come with a full tank of gas—pay only for the gas you use. It's the only way to go— with Avis! Avis features GM cars like the Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme.

Avis features GM cars like the Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme.
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To help make your Thanksgiving Special

Go with Avis... and leave your worries behind.

Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme

\[234 \cdot 1024\]

Rate good from Tues., Nov. 25, at noon through Mon., Dec. 1, at noon.

Whether it's business or pleasure, Avis can get you going with a well-maintained car, great rates and super "We try harder" service. All cars come with a full tank of gas—pay only for the gas you use. It's the only way to go— with Avis! Avis features GM cars like the Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme.

234-1024

Michiana Regional Airport

South Bend, IN
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The attorney said: "Go to the Soviet without Walter. It would return to their homeland was unlikely that the parents issue a..."

"Would the Soviet authorities would provided they wouldn't have to back and live with their parents..."

"However, he and his sister..."

"Kulas said."

"Polovchak viewed the game..."

"Kulas claimed to be "very optimistic" about the outcome..."

"Polovchak met with University President Fr. Theodore Hesburgh while he was here. Although Kulas and Hesburgh had never met, the two are both..."

"We're here to see a football game..."

"The trip was arranged by South Bend resident Duane Beckmer, who took an interest in the boy's case and planned the visit. Beckmer, Kulas and Polovchak viewed the game from the 60th row, on the 50-yard line..."

"We're not really here to ask Fr. Hesburgh for his intervention," he said. "We're here to see a football game..."

"The case was being tried in the Illinois Juvenile Court, but Walter's parents appealed the decision that awarded custody of both Walter and Natalie to a foster family in Chicago. According to Kulas, no definite court dates have been set, but oral arguments are scheduled for the Illinois Appellate Court in late January or early February. Ultimately, he said, the final hearing will be in the Illinois Juvenile Court..."

"Polovchak met with University President Fr. Theodore Hesburgh while he was here. Although Kulas and Hesburgh had never met, the two are both..."

"Walter visits his parents frequently, for one hour at a time. "They get along fine," Kulas said."

"The trip was arranged by South Bend resident Duane Beckmer, who took an interest in the boy's case and planned the visit. Beckmer, Kulas and Polovchak viewed the game from the 60th row, on the 50-yard line..."
Student Union starts Bowl tixs sign-ups

By Diane E. Macezek

Tickets for the ND-Gaorgia Sugar Bowl showdown will be placed on sale at the ND Student Union starting tomorrow, on a first-come, first-served basis. Three hundred tickets will be sold to students who must present their names with a $25 deposit for each packet they purchase. The total cost of the Sugar Bowl ticket is $150, the balance of which will be due by Thursday, Dec. 4.

Each Sugar Bowl ticket will include one game ticket, hotel arrangements for four nights, round trip transportation to New Orleans, and a ticket to the pep rally/New Year's Eve party.

Available from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. tomorrow and until 1 p.m. Wednesday, packets will only be sold to SMC/ND students appearing in person with a valid student ID. These students will be ineligible to win bowl tickets in next week's lottery. The packets will be distributed after arrival in New Orleans. Transportation will be provided by an as yet undefined but company, but will tentatively depart from Chicago, New York City, and Pittsburgh. Amtrak, which was used for the 1973 bowl game, is much less cooperative this year, Student Union Director Rich Barney said, to explain the switch. After Thanksgiving, extra buses may be open for sale to those winning the lottery tickets.

Buses will leave on Dec. 28 and, driving non-stop, should arrive at the hotel around noon of the 29th. Right now, no hotel plans have been confirmed, but according to one trip organizer, Barney Voll, "we may have the Hyatt Regency." Because more than 300 rooms will be reserved, lottery winners may be able to get these reservations next week through the Student Union.

The Rivergate Coliseum will host a combinaton New Year's party Pep rally in conjunction with New Orleans hot spots to be distributed by Barney Voll. "We may have the Hyatt Regency." Because more than 300 rooms will be reserved, lottery winners may be able to get these reservations next week through the Student Union.

The following day will be a pre-game party in the Superdome, continuing through halftime and converting to a victory party following the win. On Jan. 2, buses will board for home, dropping students off at the three designated cities on the 3rd.

At last night's meeting

By Anne Jane Dregalla Staff Reporter

The fate of the Alumnae Centennial Library and the possibility of increasing the Saint Mary's student activities fee were two topics discussed at the Saint Mary's Board of Governess meeting last night.

Regarding the eventual fate of the present library, several possibilities for its use are being vocalized by different factions within the college. The Board has committed to establishing a library as a student union, housing the student government office. The Board has created a library subcommittee to study what should be done to complete its proposal.

Other suggested possibilities for the building use have been a faculty office center, bookstore or post-office. The Board feels "a strong statement should be submitted from the student leaders to state how we feel."

Another controversial subject presented at last night's meeting was the possibility of raising the student government fee from $18 to $20. The initial reaction to this proposal was not positive. Mary Ellen Maccio, social justice commissioner, suggested that before resorting to the price hike the possibility of reducing or eliminating the $4 Student Union fee which is paid to Notre Dame should be considered. This sentiment was not shared by the majority of the Board which feels that this money is necessary to maintain the interests of Saint Mary's Notre Damers student activities.

Maccio also emphasized that before any decision is made, she would like to be convinced that the present activity fee is being used to its maximum efficiency.

She came under fire from several other board members who strongly believed the increase to be justified. The reason given for the increase would be inflation, and then re-distributed of funds among the various activities.

Kathleen Sweeney supported the move by saying that, "we (Student Government) don't receive as much financial support from the school as other schools do. We are a pretty independent organization." She also emphasized her belief that the Student Government budget has been stretched to its maximum efficiency, while applauding this year's re-evaluation of financial distribution to the various clubs and organizations.

During the commissioner reports, disappointment was expressed over the recent Macek's semi-formal. Problems occurred when the people who were employed by the Century Center for admitting the students began turning away couples who arrived late, whether or not they had a ticket.

The next Board meeting will be December 7 at 6:00 p.m.
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For more details on the Sugar Bowl trip, call Mike {2836} or Jim (3128).

Smite Museum plans Chaplin film series

A Charlie Chaplin film series beginning Nov. 30 will be held in the Annenberg Hall of the Smite Museum. Gold Rush will be shown Sunday Nov. 30.

Snite Museum

Served basis. Three hundred tickets will be sold to students who must present their names with a $25 deposit for each packet they purchase. The total cost of the Sugar Bowl ticket is $150, the balance of which will be due by Thursday, Dec. 4.

Each Sugar Bowl ticket will include one game ticket, hotel arrangements for five days, four nights, round trip transportation to New Orleans, and a ticket to the pep rally/New Year's Eve party.

Available from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. tomorrow and until 1 p.m. Wednesday, tickets will only be sold to SMC/ND students appearing in person with a valid student ID. These students will be ineligible to win bowl tickets in next week's lottery. The packets will be distributed after arrival in New Orleans. Transportation will be provided by an as yet undefined but company, but will tentatively depart from Chicago, New York City, and Pittsburgh. Amtrak, which was used for the 1973 bowl game, is much less cooperative this year, Student Union Director Rich Barney said, to explain the switch. After Thanksgiving, extra buses may be open for sale to those winning the lottery tickets.

Buses will leave on Dec. 28 and, driving non-stop, should arrive at the hotel around noon of the 29th. Right now, no hotel plans have been confirmed, but according to one trip organizer, Barney Voll, "we may have the Hyatt Regency." Because more than 300 rooms will be reserved, lottery winners may be able to get these reservations next week through the Student Union.

The Rivergate Coliseum will host a combinaton New Year's party Pep rally in conjunction with New Orleans hot spots to be distributed by Barney Voll. "We may have the Hyatt Regency." Because more than 300 rooms will be reserved, lottery winners may be able to get these reservations next week through the Student Union.

The following day will be a pre-game party in the Superdome, continuing through halftime and converting to a victory party following the win. On Jan. 2, buses will board for home, dropping students off at the three designated cities on the 3rd.

At last night's meeting

By Anne Jane Dregalla Staff Reporter

The fate of the Alumnae Centennial Library and the possibility of increasing the Saint Mary's student activities fee were two topics discussed at the Saint Mary's Board of Governess meeting last night.

Regarding the eventual fate of the present library, several possibilities for its use are being vocalized by different factions within the college. The Board has committed to establishing a library as a student union, housing the student government office. The Board has created a library subcommittee to study what should be done to complete its proposal.

Other suggested possibilities for the building use have been a faculty office center, bookstore or post-office. The Board feels "a strong statement should be submitted from the student leaders to state how we feel."

Another controversial subject presented at last night's meeting was the possibility of raising the student government fee from $18 to $20. The initial reaction to this proposal was not positive. Mary Ellen Maccio, social justice commissioner, suggested that before resorting to the price hike the possibility of reducing or eliminating the $4 Student Union fee which is paid to Notre Dame should be considered. This sentiment was not shared by the majority of the Board which feels that this money is necessary to maintain the interests of Saint Mary's Notre Damers student activities.

Maccio also emphasized that before any decision is made, she would like to be convinced that the present activity fee is being used to its maximum efficiency.

She came under fire from several other board members who strongly believed the increase to be justified. The reason given for the increase would be inflation, and then re-distributed of funds among the various activities.

Kathleen Sweeney supported the move by saying that, "we (Student Government) don't receive as much financial support from the school as other schools do. We are a pretty independent organization." She also emphasized her belief that the Student Government budget has been stretched to its maximum efficiency, while applauding this year's re-evaluation of financial distribution to the various clubs and organizations.

During the commissioner reports, disappointment was expressed over the recent Macek's semi-formal. Problems occurred when the people who were employed by the Century Center for admitting the students began turning away couples who arrived late, whether or not they had a ticket.

The next Board meeting will be December 7 at 6:00 p.m.
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BOOGE ON DOWN AND ROCK IT

LIVE ROCK AND ROLL with "PARKOVASH"

A shot from high atop the library reveals the somewhat asymmetrical layout of the dormitories (photo by Chris Salvino).
cannot be used as the basis for denying our license," he concluded.

Masters, however, tells a different story. "We received reports that Rowley and Anton went down to Indianapolis (before the hearing officer) charging that Mayor (Roger) Parent ordered that 300 arrests be made on St. Patrick's Day and that he wants to see the bars closed down," Masters said. "The hearing officer threw out the charges against Corby's saying that there was some suspicion that the mayor had ordered the arrests.

"Even though some persons had been convicted in the local court, he wasn't going to consider them," Masters commented. "Of course there was no one from the city at the hearing to respond."

Masters insists that despite the hearing officer's dismissal of the charges, it was proper for the local board to have taken the arrests into consideration when they made their decision. "While I can see Mr. Rowley's point that they were not convicted by the state commission, the fact remains that under the ABC's Regulation 43, the evidence of those arrests is a legitimate basis for the local board's decision," Masters said. "The local commission members testified that was one of the reasons for their decision."

Szekedi agreed. "Just because the charges were dismissed doesn't mean there wasn't a violation," he said. "The board makes their decision on why they (the arrests) occurred and what they feel is going to happen in the future."

Masters also disputes Rowley's claim that Corby's is not responsible for minor who enter the bar using false identification. "It's a smokescreen. The law imposes the responsibility on the bar owner if there is any question whether or not the person is 21," Masters said.

"The case decisions say that even if a person presents an ID saying he is 21, if you have reason to doubt the validity of that identification you are supposed to refuse that person admission. That is the duty of the bar owner."

"What Rowley and Anton are saying is that you can come in with any piece of identification and they are not responsible," Masters continued. "That's not the case. The law imposes the duty on the owner if they accept the I.D."

Rowley has also accused the mayor's office, the City Attorney, and other city officials of harassment and conspiring to close Corby's. He cited Rowley's decision that Parent ordered 300 arrests be made at the Five-Points bar on St. Patrick's Day, that South Bend Police Captain Joe Smith requested to be transferred from his position as head of the department's Vice Squad because of pressure from Parent's office to close the Five-Points area bars, and that Safety Board head and Parent administrative assistant Robert Potvin is determined to close Corby's because of his personal grudge against Rowley.

However, testimony at the commission did not support Rowley's accusations. Former Vice Squad Sergeant John Corby testified that the department received specific orders "not to go out of his way to arrest bar patrons on St. Patrick's Day in order to avoid conflict with drunk students. "We ran regular patrols and would respond to complaints," Sazlay said. "We don't want to make any special effort to make arrests."

Sazlay, who was transferred from the Vice to the Robbery Squad last January, also testified that he had no knowledge of any pressure from the mayor to close the bars and that Vison's transfer was simply a "lateral transfer" to a another department. In testimony, City Attorney Richard Hill cited persistent complaints by neighborhood residents about trash, noise, and crowds "made over a period of time." He also asked against this establishment as the reason for the city's interest in Corby's and not the personal vendetta by Parent or anyone else.

Hill also testified that he had only discussed the bar situation in general with the mayor, not specifically. "But I have had complaints about Corby's. "He further stated that he had spoken with Potvin about Corby's on only one occasion while he was the Internal Revenue Service. "He (Potvin) said that he was pushed or punched by Rowley," Hill said.

Another major argument against Corby's is that their operation has had an adverse impact on the Northeast Neighborhood. Busby contends that Corby's has bailed in efforts to strike some kind of an arrangement between the tavern owners and the Northeast Neighborhood Council to reduce the extent of disturbance in the neighborhood.

Busby testified before the state commission that Corby's operation has an adverse impact on the Northeast Neighborhood. He cited a history of complaints by residents to South Bend Police and the NENC about Corby's bar patrons littering from the bar as reason for his recommendation against Corby's license.

"For many months in the Northeast Neighborhood have complained frequently regarding the situation occurring at Corby's Five-Points area bars and their patrons," Busby said.

Specifically, Busby complained about the amount of trash appearing both on their immediate property and into the surrounding neighborhood, and the noise coming from the bars.

Busby says that his strongest motivation for fighting Corby's is his frustration at what he sees as the bar's refusal to cooperate with the NENC (continued on page 7)
Great apes suffer infertility; scientists ponder solution

CHICAGO — (AP) The great apes are losing interest in monkey business. Deep-rooted problems, like those for most primate species in North America, including infertility, are keeping them from succeeding.

Reproduction dilemma is acute among gorillas, Dr. Benjamin Beck, curator of primates at the National Institute of Health, said there is a chance that most, if not all, of the apes alive in the next century will derive from the apes now in our zoos and research centers.

Because of non-physiological troubles, the solutions may rest with zoological veterinarians.

Darby's Place plans holiday film treat

This Thanksgiving, Darby's Place (located in the basement of 1404 N. La Salle St.) will be showing two movies, free to EVERYONE, on a 40-ft. (on-or-off-campus) screen in the Notre Dame Community. At 3 p.m., the movie "Carousel" will begin. At 7:30 p.m., there will be a double feature, opening with "Bridgerton," followed by "Carousel." There's no reason for students who do not normally go to spend Thanksgiving alone.

The War goes on

Iran, Iraq trade claims of victory

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Iran said yesterday that its troops supported by waves of helicopter gunships smashed an Iraqi attack on the southern city of Ahwaz, as it poured new fire and black smoke billowed from the burning oil facilities of the besieged town.

The great apes — gorillas, chimpanzees and orangutans — represent the closest living relatives to man. They are studied by zoos and research centers as models for human behavior and biology.

In their natural environments, they are endangered species, said Beck. The infertility problem is critical among gorillas, he said, while among male chimps, only four percent — "an alarmingly small percentage" — have reproduced.

Corby's

Cape Canaveral, Fla. (AP) — The rollout of the Space Shuttle Columbia from the hangar where it has been housed for 20 months was postponed again on Sunday while workers finished applying the tiles that will shield the spacecraft from the heat of re-entry.

Cape Canaveral Air Force Station. The move was rescheduled for Monday and should not alter plans to launch the shuttle by March 1981, an event that already is three years and $4 billion behind schedule. "We're almost there," shuttle program spokesman John Yarborough said at NASA's Kennedy Space Center.

The move is finally launched, the seemingly delirious spacecraft will make a slow, 300-mile journey behind a behemoth to the Vehicle Assembly Building. There its handlers will attach a crane like a sling around its belly and hoist it into a vertical position. They will retract its landing gear, pull it high over its head and gently lower it into High Bay No. 3.

TRAINING SESSIONS for new members of the Undergraduate Schools Committee

Dates: November 24-25

Time: 7:00pm

Place: LaFortune TV Lounge

Contact: Mo Mark 277-8138 1371

Reasonable Prices ....

Hats/B-Ball Uniforms

Hockey Jerseys/Section Shirts

Everyone's name

We're almost there, shuttle program spokesman John Yarborough said at NASA's Kennedy Space Center. The move is finally launched, the seemingly delirious spacecraft will make a slow, 300-mile journey behind a behemoth to the Vehicle Assembly Building. There its handlers will attach a crane like a sling around its belly and hoist it into a vertical position. They will retract its landing gear, pull it high over its head and gently lower it into High Bay No. 3.
The Observer
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Campus

6:30 p.m. — alpha phi omega, room 2-d, lafontaine.
7 p.m. — alpha meeting, room 331, o'shag.
7 p.m. — computer mini course, 113 cmb.
7 p.m. — lecture: "is there life on other planets?", room 122, hayes-healy, sponsor: philosophy dept.
7:30 p.m. — film: "providence," washington hall.
9 p.m. — first meeting, student senate, little theatre, lafontaine.

Doonesbury

Garry Trudeau

Peanuts

Charles M. Schulz

The Daily Crossword

Friday's Results

JEAN MICHEL COUSTEAU

"Underwater Jungle Laws"

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 25 8:00pm
library auditorium

sponsored by the
S:U. ACADEMIC COMMISSION

CAMCAR DIVISION
OF TEXTRON, INC.
Mechanical Engineers

Camcar Division of Textron, Inc., with corporate headquarters in Rockford, IL, is leading designer and manufacturer of custom engineered fasteners and precision cold-forming parts used in products ranging from automobiles and jet engines to railroad cars and household appliances.

The Vice-President of Engineering will be on campus Tuesday, Nov. 25, 1980, to interview Mechanical Engineers.

Sign up in the Placement Office.
I was really hepped up for my last game here. It wouldn't have mattered who we were playing. — Jim Stone

It was kind of special to me because I have spent five years of my life here at Notre Dame. That's almost a quarter of my life. It's hard to express it in a few sentences. — John Scully

I was really hepped up for my last game here. It wouldn't have mattered who we were playing. — Jim Stone

WHAT WE GAVE, WE HAVE
WHAT WE DIDN'T GIVE, WE'RE LOST FOREVER
THANK YOU FOR SHOWING US HOW TO GIVE
AND FOR ALL WE NOW HAVE.
NOVEMBER 22, 1980
OUR LAST GAME TOGETHER FOR OUR LADY

The above selection, written by tight end Nick Vehr, was inscribed onto a plaque presented by center John Scully on behalf of the 1981 seniors to head coach Dan Devine prior to Notre Dame's 24-10 win over the Air Force Falcons.

Dick Boushka
Bob Burger
Mike Courey
Tom DeSiano
Marty Detmer
Angelo Fasano
Tom Gibbons
Ian Gray
John Hankerd
Pete Holohan
Tim Huffman
Don Kidd
Greg Knafelc
Tim Koegel
John Scully
Jim Stone
Nick Vehr
Scott Zettek

If there have been any heartaches here this more than makes up for it. And I say, if there have been... This is the greatest thing that ever happen to me. — Dan Devine

Coming out of the tunnel for the last time after three years was tough. I tried to look at it as a regular game, but I'm sure I'll reflect on it as my last game and it will be the one I remember most about. — Tom Gibbons
Kevin Humphreys scored Notre Dame's first goal in Saturday's 5-4 loss to Michigan Tech (photo by John Macor).

Duran, Leonard battle tomorrow for crown

By Ed Scheyer
AP Sports Writer

New Orleans (AP) — "The only foul Duran didn't commit was hit Ray when he was down... because Ray wasn't down," trainer Angelo Dundee said Sunday of Roberto Duran's tactics when he beat Sugar Ray Leonard on a decision June 20.

"In 75 fights, (actually 73), Duran has never lost a round on a foul," said Ray Arcel, who helps train Duran.

"The worst foul in the ring is holding, and Sugar Ray held," said Freddie Brown, another Duran trainer.

Arcel, Brown, Dundee and Jacobs Morton appeared at a news conference while Duran and Leonard limited their activities to light workouts for their rematch for the World Boxing Council welterweight title Tuesday night in the Superdome. Duran worked out at an elementary school.

"The reason we got you the trainers is we couldn't get you the fighters," said publicist Murray Goodman.

The trainers did very well, with Dundee and Arcel scoring with the hardest verbal jabs.

"Ray learned a lot in the first fight," said Dundee. "He learned how to avoid getting held, how to avoid getting hurt. Duran uses his head very well. Duran is a very heady fighter." Arce countered by saying that at the end of one round in Montreal, Duran returned to the corner and said, "He's thumping me. He's trying to stick his thumb in my eye." Then, Arce paused and said, "Those things can be incidental."

"Angelo is my pupil and he's coming along," said Mt. "He's a good trainer and he's trying to plant controversy in the minds of the people." The Leonard camp complained about the handling of the first fight by referee Carlos Padilla, the Filipino living in Las Vegas who worked the game.

The Sugar Ray Leonard (left) and Roberto Duran rematch is tomorrow in New Orleans.
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Rowing Club members are reminded that proof of insurance must be returned to the Club, or a cap can be dropped off at 204 Howard as soon as possible. Novice oarsmen must also return consent forms. Details concerning possible Sugar Bowl Regatta will be released when all insurance forms are in.

Notre Dame's hockey series with Michigan State, originally scheduled for Thursday-Friday, Dec. 11-12 at the ACC, has been changed because of an exam conflict for the students.

The two teams will now meet on separate dates: the first game will be played Wednesday, Dec. 3, while the second game will remain on Friday, Dec. 12. Faceoff both nights at the ACC remains set for 7:30 p.m.

The Rugby Club will hold a mandatory meeting today at 7 p.m. in the LaFortune Ballroom to elect a new council.

Bo Schembechler says Rose Bowl officials won't have to worry now about their 591 opponents.

Moments after Schembechler's 10th-ranked Michigan triumphed in the Orange Bowl over Oklahoma, 44-20, Schembechler declared: "This means the Rose Bowl will have the champions of both conferences this year for the first time ever." Because the Pacific-10 had five of its schools on probation, prohibiting them from appearing in the bowls, Rose Bowl officials asked the New Year's Day classic might wind up with a second division team from the West Coast league. Instead, Washington, one of the non-probation teams, won the title on the field and will match a 9-2 record against the Big Ten champions in the Pasadena, Calif., classic.

Sugar Bowl ticket allocation for Notre Dame and St. Mary's students for the January 1 game between the Irish and Georgia will begin Tuesday, December 2. Approximately three thousand (3,000) tickets will be allotted to students.

Students desiring to attend the game should report to the second floor ticket windows of the ACC on the following days: seniors, Tuesday, December 2; juniors and seniors, Thursday, December 4; and freshmen, Friday, December 5. Students may present a maximum of two (2) identification cards and checks should be made payable to the Notre Dame Athletics Department. The tickets will be sold on a seniority basis as stated above or until the supply is exhausted.

Despite only leading by a touchdown, Notre Dame maintained its poise and clinched the victory on their next offensive possession. They drove 12 yards in 12 plays with 21 yards (71 yards on 18 carries for the game) scoring the final touchdown on a two yard run off right tackle. The march was highlighted by a 25-yard sideline gallop by Carter and a well-executed trick play.
In season opener
Irish women fall 67-60

By Craig Choul
Sports Writer

A new era in Notre Dame women's basketball dawned Saturday afternoon in the ACC, and the hectic description of the day's events would have been partly sunny. Flashes of brilliance, and gave this winter.

Crowe seconds before the buzzer to keep the Irish on top 33-31 after half.

Worked better, as the Irish went backboards and get its running began to assert itself on the ond half by trapping the ball in game into gear. A fastbreak fused to fold.

17:38 to play gave the pull away several times in the their first lead, and held a 27-point since.

Warning! Proceed with caution when Belles sound!' These words of a contest-winning poster seemed to set stage for Friday night's basketball match-up between the Belles of St. Mary's and the Cougars of Kalamazoo.

The Cougars apparently took no heed of the warning, as they committed 25 turnovers, and St. Mary's went on to win the game 87-53.

Sparked by 20 and 15 points by Ann Armstrong and Mary Pat Sytlington, respectively, the Belles opened a quick 8-0 lead, and held a 27-point margin in the half.

"I didn't expect such a big win," exclaimed head coach Jerry Dallesass. "Our defense and man-to-man offense was really good.

"It was a great day when you win the first one of the season; I'm really pleased." The Belles cashed in on a number of fast break opportunites in building up the score. The numerous turnovers and decision to the Cougars, who were Division I rookies at the time.

Despite giving up several inches inside, the Irish were only outrebounded 47-45. McManus pulled down nine caroms, backed by each of the three allowed the Crowe along with Matvey's seven.

Notre Dame won't return to action until Dec. 1, when the Irish host Butler in the

Icers drop two to Huskies

By Mike Olesnik
Sports Writer

Notre Dame's hockey team Belles win opener, 87-53 over Cougars

By David Wilson
Sports Writer
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